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Service Release Notes 
Version 

Release date 

24.2.1 

10/4/2024 

Academic Reports 

Improvements 

⚫ Added the ability to select whole sections of Classes for import by clicking on ‘Roll 

Classes’ or ‘Classes’ 

Academic Reports | Setup | Reporting | Classes | Import 

Issues resolved 

⚫ New reporting periods created via rollover had the Effort scale displaying as a number 

⚫ Attendance percentage merge field was not calculating attendance correctly 

⚫ Reports: Interim schema generator would add comments by default 

This function now behaves correctly so that if comments are turned off in the overall schema, 

then faculty schemas have no comment option, and if comments are turned on in the overall 

schema, then faculty schemas do have a comment option. 

⚫ NSW AC Digital Curriculum 11-12 stage 6 subjects were missing from repository and not 

available for reports 

⚫ Reports were printing without the title of the teacher displayed 

 Admin Enquiry 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Reports: A blank screen displayed if there was no report data to generate 

All reports have been updated to present a message indicating that no report data can be 

generated. 

 Attendance 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Notifications regarding future absences were not received by the required recipients 

 Core\Data Sync 

Improvements 

⚫ Staff: For NSW DoE schools, data sync has been updated to pull staff username via the 

DECId data field rather than EBSLogon data field 

For certain staff members, the staff username shown on their staff record via Sentral Setup | 

Administration Data | Staff will change. 

 Curriculum Reference 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Some of the Mathematics strand names in NSW AC Digital Curriculum K-6 were incorrect 
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 Fees and billing 

Improvements 

⚫ Cancel Fees [NSW DoE]: Introduced check to prevent cancellation of paid fees for non-

student contacts 

This change applies to NSW DoE schools only. 

Paid (or partially paid) fees linked to non-student contacts can no longer be cancelled (Fee 

Register | Actions | Cancel Fees).  

This change has been applied because cancelling a paid (or partially paid) fee creates credits 

(i.e. Fees in Advance) for the payments, and there is a DoE requirement that Fees in Advance 

must not be created for non-student contacts. 

For non-student contacts, payments should be refunded rather than the fee being cancelled. 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Standalone Invoice: Could not invoice an alumni student from a prior academic period 

This issue affected independent and ACT schools only. 

To invoice an alumni student, use the Search Students field in the Selected Debtors/Students 

section of the Standalone Invoice screen (Invoice Creation | Standalone Invoice) to locate and 

select the student. This search will now identify any student with an enrolment record in the 

specified Academic Period, regardless of the student's enrolment status in that academic 

period. 

⚫ Banking [NSW DoE]: Empty bank deposit was created if the Save button was clicked 

twice 

This issue affected NSW DoE schools only. 

 Health 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Attempting to print the Medical Emergency Report would result in an error 

 Interviews 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Interview staff unavailability was not highlighted in the ‘Print all schedule with blanks’ 

report 

 Plans 

Improvements 

⚫ Updated Student Plans Summary to show uncompleted plans 

Student Plans | Summary 

 Portal 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Blank screen was appearing after Parents added an access key and then navigated to a 

second screen on a mobile 

Parent Portal | My Access 

 Student Profiles 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Sentral Setup: The 'Show all student family contacts' setting was not being properly 

respected resulting in all contacts always been shown no matter how the setting was 

configured. 
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 Wellbeing 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Incidents: Additional dates for detention were not showing all time options 

⚫ In some circumstances, automatic incident notifications were not received by all 

recipients 

⚫ NSW DoE Schools were unable to create a suspension when an old suspension record 

had no end date, which caused an overlap error 

⚫ Suspension start date and early return dates were not validated as school days 

⚫ NSW DoE Schools: Formal cautions were not able to be extended by more than 5 days 

 


